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why digitize?

● access: overcome limitations 
around using physical object 

 
● preservation: documentation of 

an object at a particular 
moment in time

 



why digitize? 

● high quality representation for 
multiple re-uses, not just web

 
● enable new uses: documents 

as data, aggregations, 
manipulations, etc.

 



 
 
 

the bigger picture
 

● digitization is a multi-stage process
 
● scanning, or imaging, is only one 

small aspect
 
● digitization is part of an even bigger 

process: digital asset lifecycle 
management 



...that said, today
we'll focus mostly on scanning



what is a digital image?



a grid of pixels, each with a value



how are digital images captured?



sensors, typically CCD

source: en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Image_scanner



inside a flatbed scanner:

the ccd

the stepper motor



characteristics of images



bit depth
resolution

dynamic range
compression

file format

You could describe an image:
"A 24-bit RGB uncompressed TIFF scanned at 400 ppi"



careful:
resolution does not automatically 

measure quality:

"Dpi ...  is only an indication of the sampling 
interval between pixels. It is not an indication of 
what size detail the scanner can ultimately see, or 
its MTF behavior, as much as it is of how finely the 
center of a pixel can be located."
 
Donald Waters, What is an MTF ... and Why Should You Care?
RLG DigiNews, 2 (1)



compression

lossy or lossless



compression 
artifacts



color management
 

● calibration
● device profiles
● embedding profiles
● targets and colorcheckers



internal file metadata





image editing, enhancement





considerations for 
digitization in 

libraries, archives, and museums



there is no single best
specification for digitizing

it depends on your content
and your project objectives



concept:
information or artifact?









concept:
master and derivatives



one master, many derivatives



decisions



color, grayscale, bitonal



benchmarking for quality:
 

resolution or target size



cropping





scan both sides?



handling blank / missing pages





include targets?





physical considerations for 
fragile material





and there's a lot more...



quality control
 

file naming
 

metadata
 

derivative formats
 

file organization
 

storage
 

rights management
 

usage policies



bibliography and links forthcoming...
 
 

thanks!
 
 

questions?


